
After Prison 1471 

Chapter 1471 

Stephanie had heard of an organization called the Devil Gang before, saying that this organization would 

capture some rogue fighters and force them to help find spiritual herbs and the lile. Moreover, some 

people in this organization were very cruel. However, she didn’t know much about what kind of 

organization this was 

Hearing the conversation between Severin and the two of them, she couldn’t help but frown and 

listened carefully, obviously curious about this matter. 

“Why? Is it because of the torture spell worms? I just heard what the captain said!” 

After Severin thought about it for a while, he couldn’t help but say, “But, I already killed the captain just 

now, can he still control the spell worms?” 

Billie smiled bitterly and then said, “Little brother, you did kill the captain. He had a small drum. Every 

time he shook the drum, the poisonous insects would bite our flesh and blood in our bodies, making us 

miserable. Although you kill him, he can no longer torture us, but the spell worms are still in our bodies. 

We have to collect the magic pills given to the elders by the Supreme Leader every three days, 

otherwise it would torture us.” 

At this point, Billie paused before continuing, “If we don’t get this medicine, the poisonous insects will 

keep biting our bodies and destroying our internal organs until we are tortured to death. That’s it.” 

After Stephanie heard this, he couldn’t help but clenched his fists and said angrily, “The people in this 

Devil Gang are so abominable, they actually use such despicable methods to control others.” 

Lulu also had a look of helplessness on her face. “We didn’t expect at first that we would encounter 

people from the Devil Gang not long after we entered. Our attainment level was not very high. After we 

were caught, they gave us the poison, and then we had to obey the orders of the Devil Gang, and search 

for spiritual herbs in the forest for them, and even find rogue fighters, capture them to become disciples 

of the Devil Gang 

After Stephanie thought about it, he couldn’t help but say, “There are many disciples in our sect who 

come to places like this to hunt for treasures. How come they have never been caught by the people 

from the Devil Gang? After all, some of our disciples are not very high in attainment either.” 

Lulu explained, “Our Supreme Leader has a rule. When arresting people, try to choose rogue fighters to 

start. If you find that the other person is a disciple of the sect, then there is no need to attack. After all, 

although their Supreme Leader’s attainment is very high, he is only a first–grade saint, and he is afraid of 

offending some powerful sects and causing trouble.” 

After Billie thought for a while, he added, “By the way, we will also attack some secluded sect. After all, 

the attainment of these secluded sects is not very high, so naturally we are not that scrupulous.” 

“Thank you both for not killing me!” 
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Billie looked at Severin, and then said with gratitude, “Thank you brother for letting us know our 

children’s current conditions, and thank you even more for giving them the pills. We have nothing in us 

to repay you, we just want to be a good person in the next life.” 

After Severin heard this, he smiled calmly. “If you go back like this, I’m afraid it won’t be easy for you 

when the Supreme Leader asks, right? Even the captain who has a much higher attainment level than 

you is dead. If the one with the lowest attainment returned alive, do you think the Supreme Leader 

won’t be suspicious?“. 

“Erm” 

After Billie heard this, his face turned very ugly, and he obviously knew that it would be difficult to 

explain it after he returned. 

However, he gritted his teeth and said, “As long as we don’t admit anything, just say that the captain 

covered our escape. The Supreme Leader has no evidence, be won’t kill us. At most, he would just 

punish us.” 

Chapter 1472 

Lulu also said, “The Supreme Leader can make that kind of drum easily, so he can still beat that special 

drum and let the poisonous insects in the body torture our bodies.” 

Speaking of this, Lulu smiled bitterly and said, “However, if he wants to kill us, it doesn’t matter to us. In 

the past, we were still living with hope, believing that one day we might be able to escape and get rid of 

our current situation. But, now we are completely desperate.” 

After thinking for a while, Billie took out a few spiritual herbs with his hands, handed them to Severin, 

and then said, ” Brother, these are all the spiritual herbs I have on me. I’ll give them to you. I hope you 

accept it.” 

Lulu took out some spiritual herbs and handed them to Severin. “Yes, take it. Thank you for letting us 

know the current situation of our children. After you go back, I hope you can tell them that we love 

them, it’s just, there’s nothing we can do.” 

After Severin thought for a while, he actually took the other party’s spiritual herb.. 

“You, you really want it. They come out to look for spiritual herbs. When they come back, there will be 

no spiritual herbs on them. Wouldn’t they be punished?” 

Stephanie on the side saw that Severin really accepted the other party’s spiritual grass, and she felt 

contempt for him. This guy was so inconsiderate of the other party. The couple was so miserable, and 

this guy had the nerve to accept their spiritual herb. 

Severin smiled slightly and said, “This spiritual herb can be regarded as an advance gratuity for killing the 

master of the Devil Gang for you and eradicating the Devil Gang for you.” 

Stephanie was dumbfounded. She didn’t expect that Severin actually wanted to kill the master of the 

Devil Gang. However, if you think about it carefully, this guy really has this strength. Wasn’t the 

Hurricane Wolf of the ninth–grade Martial Emperor easily defeated by Severin just now? This guy’s 

strength is simply abnormal 
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“Little brother, are you kidding?” 

Billie thought that Severin’s attainment level was not very high. After all, the person who killed Captain 

Ma just now was Stephanie. He thought that Stephanie was the strong one, but Severin also sounded 

strong. Moreover, this tone is obviously 

that of the saint. 

Lulu also said, “Is your attainment level higher than that of the master of the Devil Gang? From this 

point of view, we should still call you senior!” 

Severin smiled faintly. “Your Supreme Leader only has the attainment level of a first–grade saint, and I 

am a second–grade saint. It shouldn’t be difficult to kill him.” 

However, after Billie and Lulu heard about Severin’s attainment, they couldn’t help but look at each 

other, and then their expressions were a little weird. 

When Severin saw the other party’s expression, he frowned and said, “What’s wrong? Don’t you still 

believe in my strength? Billie smiled bitterly, and then said to Severin, “Senior, thank you for your 

kindness, but we don’t want you to take risks.” 

Chapter 1473 

 “All the benefits have been received, so how could I not help kill the Supreme Leader of the palace? 

Rest assured, I will help you eliminate this calamity to some extent. Consider it a good deed for the 

world. In the future, you rogue fighters coming here in search of treasures will be safer!” 

However, despite Quico’s warning, Severin turned a deaf ear. 

Lalu also stepped forward, advising Severin, “Senior, it’s true that your attainment level is indeed one 

rank higher than the Devil Gang’s Supreme Leader, Lennon Riddle. But, Lennon’s combat strength is not 

as simple as it seems on the surface. He has the ability to fight opponents above his level. His combat 

techniques and skills are formidable. Even if you could defeat him, it would be in a one–on–one 

situation. When you go this time, you won’t just be facing the Devil Gang’s Supreme Leader, Lennon, but 

the entire Devil Gang.” 

Pausing for a moment, Lulu continued analyzing, “Even if you manage to kill him, it would be a one– on–

one fight. But you’ll also have to face the entire Devil Gang. Many people here didn’t willingly join the 

Devil Gang and wouldn’t want to serve them, right? If I can help you kill the Devil Gang’s Supreme 

Leader, it would be a relief for you. As for the others, they probably won’t attack me, right? As long as 

they know my goal, I believe many of them would prefer to just watch. They certainly hope for Lennon’s 

death too.” 

Quico smiled bitterly and said to Severin, “Senior, what you said is true. Many people would hope for 

Lennon’s death. However, don’t forget, Lennon has some pills that can allow us to survive in misery. If 

Lennon dies, those who have taken the Torture Spell Worm pills won’t get the pills anymore. Three days 

later, they’ll only be waiting for death. Do you think they won’t try to stop you?” 

Stephanle thought for a moment and then said, “Count me in. We can’t let such a malignant tumor 

continue to exist in the world. There will definitely be some people who will stand up to attack you. 
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Leave those people to me. As for others, if they know you can kill the Devil Gang’s Supreme Leader, they 

will probably choose to wait and see.” 

Severin glanced at Stephanie and smiled faintly, “What if they know I can help you kill those Torture 

Spell Worms as well? How many people will still support that Devil Gang’s Supreme Leader?” 

“What! You can do that?” Stephanie exclaimed, looking at Severin in astonishment. 

Quico was slightly taken aback, but quickly resumed with a wry smile. “Senior, these Torture Spell 

Worms are not easy to kill. They can’t be killed with spiritual energy. Moreover, these Torture Spell 

Worms are very strange, very small, and they roam in your bloodstream, making it impossible to kill 

them. A person’s body can host two of these Torture Spell Worms, and they become transparent when 

they sense danger, making it incredibly difficult to detect their presence with psychic power.” 

However, Severin smiled and said, “Perhaps others can’t do it, but I should be able to. I know of a 

certain pill, it’s not high- grade, just a low–grade pill, but it has excellent effects on Torture Spell Worms 

like these.” 

After speaking, he paused and added, “Moreover, to refine this pill, you only need low–grade Burial Soul 

Herb, which is relatively easy to find. By the way, there were several plants of it on the way we came 

here.” 

“Really?” 

Upon hearing this, Lulu and Quico finally saw a glimmer of hope. If Severin could help get rid of the 

Torture Spell Worms. inside everyone’s bodies, few would be willing to serve the Supreme Leader of the 

Demon Temple obediently. 

Stephanie was also a bit excited. She did not expect Severin to claim that he could handle the situation. 

Severin smiled and said, “Let’s go. The Burial Soul Herbs Inside the storage rings of these three people, 

bet Qin Miss and I split it together. We can cooperate. If we manage to destroy the Demon Temple and 

gain any benefits, the two of us will also split them equally, how about that?” 

Upon hearing this, Stephanie’s heart was instantly delighted, and she couldn’t help but say, “Sure, hehe, 

this way, I’ve really made a big profit.” 

The group soon headed in another direction, and indeed, not long after, Severin found several relatively 

common Burial Soul Herbs 

Chapter 1474 

After finding the materials, he led Quico and others to a cave. With a swift motion of his hand, he 

retrieved the triple- chambered cauldron from within. Seeing the fumare, Stephanie could not help but 

feel a bit displeased. However, considering Severin’s kindness and his willingness to share the benefits 

after destroying the Devil Gang later, she felt more at ease. Moments later, Severin raised his hand, and 

three first–grade low–rank pills flew out, hovering in front of him. 

“So quickly successful in refining? And all of them are top–grade pills. Impressive. His alchemical skills 

are so proficient. I suspect this Senior Severin is at least a second–grade alchemist,” quico thought, 

excitement flickering in his heart. He finally saw a glimmer of hope. If the Torture Spell Worms inside 
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their bodies could truly be eradicated, he and his wife would no longer be under the control of the Devil 

Gang. Thry could go back home and spend time with their child. 

Lulu was even more excited, her eyes turning red with disbelief. “Really, can it truly kill the Torture Spell 

Worms inside our 

bodies?” 

Severin walked over, grabbed Lulu’s hand, closed his eyes, and examined her body with his spiritual 

power. Moments later, a faint smile appeared on his lips. “You might not be able to detect the Torture 

Spell Worms because your spiritual power might be too weak Mine, however, is capable.” 

After saying this, he took out two pills and handed them to the two prople, “Each of you take one first. 

When killing the Torture Spell Worms, they will definitely resist and wriggle inside you incessantly. You 

will definitely feel it, but it might be a bit painful for a few seconds. After about ten seconds, the Torture 

Spell Worms will be killed, and that will be tine.” 

“Thank you, senior!” The two individuals knew they had no other choice. Without a second word, they 

swallowed the pills. 

A few seconds later, both of them screamed in pain, even clenching their fists uncontrollably. 

“As expected, Senior, I can feel the Torture Spell Worms resisting.” Quico said through gritted teeth. 

Another dozen seconds passed. Both of them were covered in cold sweat on their foreheads, but their 

faces were filled with ecstatic expressions. 

“They’re silent now. It seems like they’re really dead. Moreover, after they died, I could feel it too,” Lulu 

exclaimed excitedly. 

Quico immediately knelt in front of Severin and said, “Thank you, seni 

this is a great favor you’ve given us.” 

Lulu also knelt down immediately. “Senior, we don’t know how to repay you. If you need our help in the 

future, even if it means going through fire and water, we won’t hesitate!” 

Chapter 1475 

Severin took a few steps forward and helped the two of them up, saying, “That’s not necessary. All I 

need is for you to testify for me when we go to the Devil Gang later, to persuade those who were forced 

to work for the temple due to pressure from the Devil Gang.” 

Lulu nodded. “If the seniors knew that you could help kill the Torture Spell Worms, I believe many 

people would not only refrain from attacking you but would also stand by your side.” 

After some thought, Billie added, “In the vicinity of the Devil Gang’s master, there are several eklers with 

formidable cultivation. They are also villains and will definitely try to harm you because they don’t want 

the Devil Gang to fall. They hold high positions in the temple and want to maintain their status.” 

Severin nodded, then turned to Billie and asked, “Billie, how many people are there in the Devil Gang?” 
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Although Severin believed his cultivation was higher than theirs, he needed to understand the 

organization first. He needed assurance before taking any action. 

Billie replied, “There are about two thousand people in the Devil Gang. However, approximately five 

hundred of them are sent out daily to search for spiritual herbs. So, there are around fifteen hundred 

people in the headquarters. When the five hundred people return on that day, the next day, another 

five hundred will go out for treasure hunting” 

Stephanie, who was beside them, smiled, “Fortunately, their numbers aren’t too large. When we go, 

we’ll only encounter around a thousand people. Once we understand the situation, many of them won’t 

attack you. And as for those who might, there won’t be many. We two will handle the Devil Gang’s 

Supreme Leader. You can leave the rest, including the elders, to me. 

Severin could noot help but smile bitterly, “Isn’t this too much? They have a total of 2,000 people. Even 

if we kill their Supreme Leader and a few elders, there are still about 2,000 left. That means I have to 

refine two thousand pills for them.” After saying this, he glanced at Stephanie and said, “No, my task is 

too difficult. I can only give you 40 percent of the herbs I obtain. I have to take the lion’s share.” 

Upon hearing this, Stephanie immediately gave Severin a disdainful look, “You, you change your mind so 

quickly! You agreed to a fifty–fifty split just now, and now you want sixty percent.” 

Lulu saw the two of them like this and could not help but cover her mouth and laugh. “Are you two a 

couple? You’re flirting so openly, making eyes at each other!” 

Stephanie blushed immediately and explained, “Don’t talk nonsense! I’m not with him! This isn’t flirting 

or making eyes at each other. I’m really annoyed. A man who doesn’t keep his word, changing his mind 

so quickly.” 

Severin chuckled. “Miss Chillwall, forty percent is already quite a lot. Think about it, I have to refine 

around two thousand pills. If I make two hundred pills a day, I’ll waste ten days‘ worth of time for 

them.” 

Stephante gave Severin another scornful look. “Fine, fine, fine. Who asked you to do such a technical 

job? Who asked you to be an alchemist? Forty percent, it can’t be any less.” 

Severin immediately reassured her, patting his chest, “Rest assured, rest assured, a man’s word is his 

bond!” 

Stephanie almost fainted. How could he say that so confidently? She could not believe he was serious. 

Seeing that he still had three Burial Soul Herbs in his hand, Severin immediately refined another batch of 

pills. By this time, it was already afternoon. Severin thought for a moment and then said to the three 

of them, “It’s already afternoon. Let’s sneak near the headquarters of the Devil Gang, find a cave to hide 

in, and tomorrow morning, we’ll attack directly and challenge 

them.” 

Quiro nodded. “No problem, let’s go. We’ll lead the way.” 



Soon, Quico and Lulu took the lead, with Severin and Stephanie following behind, heading towards the 

direction of the Devil Gang. 

Chapter 1476 

Time passed slowly as they journeyed towards the Devil Gang. Along the way, Severin naturally did not 

miss the opportunity to search for spirit herbs. He came across the Burial Soul Herb, which was relatively 

easy to find, and naturally did not let it slip away. He planned to refine it into a pill inside the cave at 

night. 

When they were not far from the Devil Gang headquarters, the group found a cave to hide in. In the 

evening, while Severin was bored, he refined all the Burial Soul Herb he had found in the afternoon into 

pills. 

This kind of pill was very easy to refine because it only required one material, the Burial Soul Herb, and 

no other ingredients. It was more like an ordinary pill than a true elixir. However, its effects were 

excellent, which is why it was called a pill. 

“Devil Gang Supreme Leader Lennon, come out and face your death!” 

Early the next morning, Severin’s voice slowly spread across the sky above the location of the Devil Gang 

headquarters. His voice was loud, enveloped in spiritual power, reaching the ears of everyone present. 

“What’s going on? Someone has found their way here?” 

“We’re so well hidden, how did they find us? And listen to that tone, they’re challenging our Supreme 

Leader!” 

“I can’t believe it. The challenger must have considerable cultivation. If they could kill the Supreme 

Leader, that would be 

great.” 

“Nonsense. If the Supreme Leader dies, we won’t have access to the pills controlling the Torture Spell 

Worms anymore. We’ll all die in the end. Let’s hope the challenger isn’t a match for the Supreme 

Leader.” 

People from the Devil Gang, many of whom had just woken up, started discussing fervently upon 

hearing the voice. 

“Who are they? Are they seelding death? How dare they be so arrogant, coming to our Devil Gang 

headquarters!” 

Lennon gritted his teeth and flew up directly. At the same time, many members of the Devil Gang also 

took flight, standing behind Lennon. 

“Is it just the four of you?” The Grand Elder of the Devil Gang looked ahead and finally sneered, “Four 

people, and two of them are from our Devil Gang, right? You two actually brought the enemies here? 

Are you looking for death?” 
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The Second Elder added, “Quicon, Lulu, you two are truly rebellious. You two are always the most 

disobedient ones. Have you sought help? It seems that we didn’t kill you last time, now your audacity 

has grown.” 

After speaking, the Second Elder waved his hand and pulled out a drum. He gently tapped it and said, 

“Hehe, this time, I will activate the Torture Spell Worms inside you and let them bite you to death.” 

Many members of the Devil Gang looked at Quico and Lulu, their eyes filled with sympathy. Some could 

not bear to watch and lowered their heads, clearly unwilling to witness the brutal scene that would 

follow. 

They knew that soon, the worms inside Billie and Lulu would continuously tear at their flesh and internal 

organs. As long as the Second Elder’s drumming did not stop, within two minutes, this couple would 

undoubtedly be dead. 

Chapter 1477 

However, time passed swiftly, and on the faces of the crowd, peculiar expressions appeared. 

“What’s going on? Why isn’t it working?” The Second Elder furrowed his brows, According to the 

previous situations, br only needed to strike the drum a few times, and there would be a quick response. 

This time, he had been striking for a couple of 

minutes, and there was still no reaction. 

“Could I have picked the wrong one?‘ Second Elder pondered and then brought out another drum. 

“Don’t bother, it’s useless!” Just then, Quico stepped forward, a cold smile on his lips as he said to the 

Second Elder, “The Torture Spell Worms inside me and Yuyu have already been killed. Even if you smash 

the drum, It won’t work.” 

“Impossible! I’ve studied Torture Spell Worms for decades, how could they be killed?” Lennon couldn’t 

contain himself and stepped forward, his voire heavy. 

“Could it be true? Were they really killed?” Many people appeared shocked, excitement budding within 

them. If it was indeed possible to kill those Torture Spell Worms, they would not have to live in fear 

anymore. 

However, thinking of the strength of the Supreme Leader and the other elders, their excitement 

dampened significantly. 

At this moment, Lulu also approached and addressed everyone, her voice ringing out, “Fellow disciples 

of the Devil Gang, listen carefully. I know that many of you claim to be coerced. If it weren’t for the 

threat of death, 1 believe many here wouldn’t want to live this bleak and hopeless life. But today, I’ve 

come to lead you out of this misery. If you don’t want to be associated. with the Master of the Devil 

Gang, stand by my side now. After I kill the Master, I will provide each of you with a pill I’ve crafted This 

pill can eliminate the Torture Spell Worms inside you, liberating you from the control of the Devil Gang.” 
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The corners of the Grand Elder’s mouth twitched several times. However, the drum was ineffective 

against Quico and Lulu. This made him doubt whether there really was a pill that could kill those Torture 

Spell Worms. 

However, he had worked hard to become powerful, enjoying excellent cultivation resources, and having 

some of the Devil Gang’s beautiful female disciples who had no choice but to obey him. Naturally, he 

was unwilling to see the Devil Gang 

disappear. 

After some contemplation, the Grand Elder immediately stepped forward and said to the crowd, 

“Everyone, don’t believe this guy’s nonsense. He’s just trying to trick you. With so many people, do you 

think he can produce that many pills? It’s impossible, isn’t it?” 

Lennon said, “This kid must have used some method to temporarily control the Torture Spell Worms, 

making them fall into a deep sleep for a short period. They won’t be stimulated, but trying to kill the 

Torture Spell Worms that I’ve researched for so many years is impossible.” 

Hearing this, many disciples of the Devil Gang who had harbored hope, instantly felt a chill in their 

hearts. Because they knew dealing with these Torture Spell Worms was no easy task. Some disciples 

secretly tried to find ways to kill these Torture Spell Worms, thinking that if they succeeded, they could 

break free from control. Unfortunately, none of them succeeded. 

“Heh, don’t listen to the bluff of the Devil Gang’s master and these elders. My husband and I have 

personally used Senior’s pill. It can truly kill those Torture Spell Warms. The Tarture Spell Worms are 

already dead, turned into powder, and will never threaten us again,” Quico advised everyone. 

At this moment, an old man’s eyes flickered, and he stepped forward, saying to Severin and others, 

“How do we know if you’re not deceiving us? What if it’s fake? This concerns all our lives.” 

Severin waved his hand, and immediately, twenty pills flew out, one of them hovering in front of the old 

man. 

“If you don’t believe it, I still have twenty here. You can try them first. Of course, if you don’t trust me, 

you don “Severin said with a slight smile to the crowd. 

have to try it, 

Chapter 1478 

These pills mostly appeared in front of disciples with low attainment levels. Severin could tell that these 

people were just ordinary disciples.. 

Upon seeing the pills, the old man swallowed nervously. He knew very well that if these pills proved 

ineffective, the Lord of the Devil Gang might hold them accountable. However, they had been eagerly 

awaiting this opportunity and didn’t want to miss it. 

After hesitating for a few seconds, the old man directly took the pills and swallowed them without 

hesitation. Seeing this situation, many others were afraid the pills might be taken away and immediately 

grabbed one and swallowed it. Twenty pills were quickly consumed. 
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“Ah! It hurts so much!” 

A few seconds later, someone uttered a painful cry. 

Lulu immediately explained, “Don’t panic, this is the Torture Spell Worms struggling inside you. It might 

hurt a bit, but they will die soon. Their resistance is futile, you can rest assured.” 

“It’s okay, the pain is gone.” 

Right after Lulu spoke, the old man who had taken the pills first brightened his eyes and spoke up. 

“They’re dead, they really died. I can sense it with my psychic power. Haha, great, the Torture Spell 

Worms are really dead.” A man with the attainment level of an eighth–grade warrior king exclaimed 

excitedly. After speaking, he immediately flew to the other side and stood there. Those who had taken 

the pills also flew over and stood on the side. They stood in the position designated by Severin, 

indicating their determination to fight alongside him. At least, they would not ally with the Devil Gang 

anymore. 

“You traitors!” exclaimed the Grand Elder and the Second Elder, grinding their teeth in anger. 

“Fellow disciples, this senior’s pills can truly kill the Torture Spell Worms. They didn’t deceive us. Please, 

believe him!” an excited female disciple said. 

After speaking, she clenched her fist and addressed Severin, “Senior, we are willing to stand with you 

and oppose the Devil Gang. Those who want to break free from the Devil Gang, who don’t want to 

continue being their slaves, come over here.” 

“I’ve had enough. Since we can leave the Devil Gang, I won’t serve them anymore.” Some disciples 

hesitated for a few seconds before immediately flying over to Severin’s side, joining the twenty people 

who were already standing there. 

“No one is allowed to pass. Whoever dares, I’ll kill them!” Seeing more and more disciples flying over 

and standing with Severin, the Master of the Devil Gang was thoroughly panicked. He had not expected 

that the kid across from him could actually refine pills to kill the Torture Spell Worms he had researched 

for so many years. 

The Grand Elder, in an effort to make an example, waved his hand, and a stream of spiritual energy shot 

out, directly killing more than a dozen disciples of the Devil Gang 

Many disciples from the Devil Gang, who had initially intended to fly over, were now intimidated, 

standing in place, too afraid 

to move. 

Chapter 1479 

Severin gave a cold smile, “Gentlemen, you don’t have to come over. As long as you don’t attack me and 

my beautiful friend, after I kill the Devil Gang’s Supreme Leader and these elders who are loyal to him, 

all you need to do is hand over the spirit herbs that you have. I can give you a pill, granting you complete 

freedom.” 
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Some people had already sided with Severin, naturally unafraid. They shouted, “Elder, as long as you can 

really give us the pill to completely remove the Torture Spell Worms from us, not to mention giving you 

all of our spirit herb, even if you ask us to find more spirit herbs for you, we would gladly do it.” 

An old man, his eyes filled with tears, was also excited, “I’ve been here for ten years. My family probably 

thinks I’m already dead. Elder, if you can all the Torture Spell Worm inside me, I will not only give you all 

the spirit herbs I have now, but I am willing to search for spirit herbs inside here for a year for you. I will 

give you all the spirit herbs I find during that year. By then, I can go home and see my family.” 

“Senior, I am willing too!” 

Many people echoed 

“You’re seeking death!” 

The Grand Elder was furious. He stepped forward, clenched his fist, and surged with spiritual energy, 

revealing his strength as a seventh–grade warrior emperor. He flew to the front and shouted at the 

disciples who wanted to stand with Severin, “They can’t save you, because I’m going to kill him now, and 

no one can save you.” 

After the Grand Elder of the Devil Gang finished speaking, he clenched his fist and threw a punch. In 

front of him, a spirit tiger at least three meters tall appeared. The tiger roared, exuding the majesty of 

the king of the forest, frightening many disciples who involuntarily retreated. 

“I’m sorry, your opponent is me. No, all of you old farts, i’m your oopponent!” 

Stephanie clenched her fist, spiritual energy surged, and with a wave of her hand, a spirit phoenix 

appeared in front of her. 

“What a terrifying fluctuation!” 

With her eighth–grade warrior emperor cultivation, Stephanie’s attack was definitely comparable to 

some ninth–grade warrior emperors. After all, she was a true member of a third–rate sect, an 

outstanding figure within the sect 

Boom! 

The techniques of 

the two clashed quickly. The Grand Elder’s spirit tiger was evidently not very strong and was soon 

crushed. The Grand Elder also spewed out a mouthful of blood, his face incredibly ugly. 

“You elders and several captains, deal with this woman. After I kill that boy, I’ll come to help you,” 

declared Lennon, realizing the two people in front of him were no ordinary foes. His expression turned 

serious. 

Although Severin had not made a move, Lennon was confident that if Severin dared to come here, his 

attainment must be formidable. Moreover, Severin was the leader; his strength must surpass that 

woman’s. 



Severin mimicked Lennon’s tone and sald to Stephanie, “You handle those people; after 1 kill the 

Supreme Leader of the Devil Gang, I’ll come to assist you.” 

“Haha, kid, you’re quite confident. Let’s see who’s stronger!” Lennon laughed. He understood that if he 

did not kill the boy in front of him, the pills he concocted would be his Torture Spell Worms‘ bane. 

Sooner or later, these elixirs would render his Devil Gang unable to continue its growth. 

Once the boy was dead, those within the Devil Gang with dissenting thoughts would lose all hope. In 

that situation, for the sake of survival, would they dare to leave? Probably not. When the time came, if 

he asked some of them to leave, they would not go. 

Severin waved his hand, summoning a treasure sword into his grip. 

“Dragon Devil Slash!” 

Lemmon quickly unsheathed his own sword, infused it with his spiritual energy, and struck back. 

However, his spiritual energy was noticeably different; it was black and incredibly violent. 

Seeing this, Qin Zixuan warned Severin, “He cultivates demonic arts. That’s demonic energy. Don’t 

underestimate him.” 

Roar! 

After the opponent’s strike, a gigantic demonie dragon materialized before them, roaring ferociously. Its 

immense aura dispersed the surrounding mist in all directions. 
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Some nearby disciples of the Devil Gang were directly thrown out by the surging energy, falling to the 

ground in all directions. 

“Hehe, this combat technique is not bad, but your cultivation level is still a bit lower than mine. My 

combat technique is also quite good,” Severin said with a casual smile after observing, channeling his 

spiritual energy into the sword in his hand. As the spiritual energy infused into the sword, it instantly 

radiated brightly and emitted a sword hum. 

“Flame Slash!” 

With a light shout from Severin, as the demonic dragon charged towards him, he swept his sword 

horizontally. 

Whoosh! 

A aura blade enveloped in spiritual energy shot out like a meteor with a long tail, heading straight for 

the demonic dragon. This aura blade, fiery like flames, carried an incredibly intense aura, unstoppable 

and fierce. 

“What a sharp aura blade!” 

“This senior is a second–grade saint, with a attainment level higher than our Supreme Leader’s. Judging 

from the situation, we still have a chance.” 
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The disciples of the Devil Gang who had already gathered with Severin exclaimed in astonishment, 

hoping that Severin could slay their Supreme Leader at that moment. 

Boom! 

At that moment, a loud rumbling sound echoed as two immensely powerful energies finally collided. A 

dazzling light made it difficult for many to keep their eyes open. 

“Die” 

After killing an opponent, Stephanie could not help but glance at the situation where Severin was. She 

knew in her heart that the battle here was the most crucial, determining the success or failure of this 

endeavor. 

“No, it’s impossible!” 

Initially, Lennon was confident in his attack. After all, he was a first–grade saint, although his attainment 

was inferior to that of Severin. He believed that he could kill Severin despite the disparity in their 

abilities. However, his demonic dragon quickly succumbed, cracks appearing on its body, spreading 

rapidly, and then exploding abruptly. 

“How is this possible?” 

Two elders turned pale as they witnessed it. Severin’s aura blade still carried immense power, heading 

straight for Lennon. In haste, Lennon created a protective aura around his body. 

Unfortunately, this defense was futile against Severin’s attack; it crumbled within moments. 

“No, I don’t want to die!” 

Lennon let out a desperate scream. The aura blade pierced through his body, leaving a massive bloody 

hole in his chest. 

Bang! 

Lennon plummeted from the sky, completely lifeless. 

“Fantastic!” 

The disciples of the Devil Gang, witnessing the scene, erupted in excitement. Lennon’s death meant they 

were finally free. 

 


